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New Members Gallery

So own up, who’s been chuckling away to themselves
during these times of fuel problems and prices?
For those that need personal transport to get to work,
taking it a little easier than normal drags out that, albeit
small tank, a little longer than most and those that enjoy
their country lane blasts found almost clear roads for their
pleasure.
Now I’m not going to get all party political (though vote for
me and its tax free petrol for all Cappuccino owners!) but
I’ve been wondering how everyone got on with their little
cars, so any amusing petrol stories would be more than
welcome.. you know where to send them!

Paul Latimer

Jackie Mackenzie
Nicholas Webb

As the last of the Cappuccinos start to reach the end of
their warranty, I started to ponder, just what gives a car a
classic status?
Does it need to be the fastest of its time, or perhaps the
quickest around the corners, maybe the shiniest of the lot
or the smoothest lines of the bunch?

Jack Hemming
George Dunning

My answer? A simple smile..
Think of a car driving down a street towards you.. Jaguar E
Type, Ferrari Dino, Mini Cooper.. feel that smile starting?
Suzuki Cappuccino..(smile!) a modern classic car.
Dave Benson –Editor

Monika Zabel

New Members Gallery (cont.)

New Members Gallery (cont.)

Alexander Vokes
Rhoda Runcieman

Steven Higgs
James Holland
Karen Butler
Martin Johnson

Jill Scarfe

Irene Wake

Simon Gallop

Sally Keyes

Katy Dobson
Andrew Salter

SCORE Membership Report

SCORE Membership Report (cont.)

From Alex Clouter
How has 2000 kicked off in the recruitment of new members? So far, so good!
This year we started a new "rolling" twelve-month subscription scheme, giving
SCORE members advance notice of when renewal is due. All members who joined
last year will be having subs reminders according to the month when they started.
For all those active members who joined before 1 January 1999, renewals will
be sent out on 1 December 2000 to continue membership into 2001.
We are currently looking at a completely new membership card to come into effect
from next year.
Subscriptions remain unchanged:
England, N. Ireland, Scotland and Wales
- £22.50 : full membership
- £25.00 : associate membership (non-Cappuccino owner)
Overseas
- £26.00 : full membership
- £28.00 : associate membership (non-Cappuccino owner)

SCORE

There have been a total of 147 enquiries to join SCORE during the first eight
months of the year, much busier than last year over the same period when we had 96
enquiries to join SCORE. This is thanks to people calling or emailing me from some
brilliant SCORE publicity (which was free!) in Top Gear, Used Car Buyer, and
Classic and Sports Car magazines plus our being listed in the clubs directories in
other car magazines. From 1 January to 31 August, 57 new members joined SCORE
as well as an intake of 50 renewals from last year. We "lost" around 20 members
who did not bother to renew for their own reasons.
The net result of all this gives us a total SCORE membership size of 296. This figure
also includes 2 Associate members.
Here's a quick profile of the current SCORE membership:
England
240
Germany
12
Scotland
10
Australia
9
Wales
8
Belgium
5
Holland
4
Malta
2
France
1
India
1
Ireland
1
New Zealand
1
Japan
1
Guernsey
1
Owning red cars:
Owning silver cars:
Owning other cars:

70%
26%
4%

Less than 30 years
31 - 40 years
41 - 50 years
51 - 60 years
61+ years

27%
31%
23%
12%
7%

IT/ Data processing
Self employed
Clerical
Management
Skilled manual
Engineer
Teacher
Retired
Accountants
Secretarial

9%
8%
8%
7%
6%
5%
4%
4%
4%
4%
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From the last magazine we are pleased to welcome the following new members into
SCORE, some of whom have already seen how we act at the various fun runs and
other meetings we have: will they ever be the same again…?

Ian Sturgeon
Madeline Brown
Ian Linden
Chris Pritchard
Simon Mahon
Alexander Vokes
Monika Zabel (Germany)
Luke Thurtle
Nathalie Herve (Guernsey)
Lisa Howarth
Julie Davies
George Dunning
Jack Hemming
Katsuaki Ohtsudani (Japan)
Andrew Purchase
Karen Philpott
Jayne Godfrey
Nicholas Webb
John Porter
James Wild
Jackie Mackenzie
Paul Latimer

Toby Haws
Beth Howes
Jeff Penfold
Carol Choules-Rowe
Nicholas Claydon
Katy Dobson
Frank Biens (Germany)
Martin Johnson
Nicholas Bowyer
Gordon Beton
Vince Wooll
Klaus Heydecker (Germany)
Michelle Line
David Evans
Jill Scarfe
Ayano Kimura (Germany)
James Holland
Rachel Murray
Adam Wallace
Philip Wilkinson
Shehzad Ahmad
Janet Milnes
Andrew Salter
James Wild
Simon Gallop
Stuart McKenzie
Rhoda Runcieman (Scotland)
Sarah Martin
Sally Keyes
Katie Lawrence
Irene Wake
Karen Butler
Steven Higgs

JOINT MEMBERSHIP
For a SCORE member wants to have joint membership with their partner, all you
need to do is send TWO UNUSED FIRST CLASS STAMPS with a note giving
details of the person's name and your existing membership number.
Please send your request to:
Alex Clouter, SCORE Membership, 6 Blenheim Fields, Forest Row RH18 5EW

WE WANT TO KNOW ABOUT YOUR EXPLOITS!

SCORE 2001 Event Diary

New to the register? Share your Cappuccino exploits with the rest of us, if you dare!

We urge you to make a resolution to participate in at least ONE event over the next
few months.. a lot of time and effort goes into planning and organising these events.
Less and less support will only mean less and less events, regionally and nationally.
You will notice entry charges to some events; these have been kept as minimum as
possible to allow for any administration cost, prizes, meals organised or overnight
accommodation. The organiser will give further details.
If you wish to set up a special meet, fun run, treasure hunt or any other event then
contact me in the first instance.

Seriously though, to all you budding newcomers: we do need your story in how you
decided to buy your Cappuccino or maybe an amusing story taking your Cappuccino
our for the first time. Perhaps you have some interesting tips for the rest of us…
Whatever the lowdown, please write to us so that we can incorporate them into the
magazine.
We also want interesting photographs with you and your car, to accompany your
story. Some of you have already send photos with your application form to Alex
who has passed them onto me; others have "promised" to send them later but
somewhere down the line, have forgotten.
Please send me your Cappuccino photographs, putting your name and address on the
reverse side if you want us to return them - it's not a problem. I do need actual
colour photographs, not negatives or transparencies. Alternatively, you can email the
images to me as a jpg file or send me a CD, whatever is easier for you.
Thank you in advance,

Dave Benson,
SCORE Editor,
4 Hawthorne Road,
Corringham
SS17 7TE

davidnbenson@yahoo.com

Alex Clouter
SCORE Publicity & Events
Ensure that the first entries in your 2001 personal diary are SCORE entries!!!
Once you have marked these national events in your diary, you can organise the
rest of the year around them!!!
Date

Event

Contact

Deadline

Telephone

20th-23rd
April
13th May

Dutch Tulip
Trip
Brighton
to
London
National Rally

Marcel
Spoelstra
Richard Speed

30th
March
4th May

Holland (+31)
204 82 26 01
01403 242853

Alex Clouter

30th May

01342 823951

Japanese Auto
Extravaganza
Capp660

Alex Clouter

20th July

01342 823951

Hélène Missin

3rd Aug

SCORE
5th
Birthday Party

Alex Clouter

28th Sept

Belgium (+32)
89 35 97 77
01342 823951

9-10th
June
29-30th
July
7th-10th
Sept
13th Oct

Cost
Per car
TBA
£2.50
£5
Deposit
TBA
TBA
£10/
person

IMPORTANT NOTE: Please respect that all telephone numbers given are HOME
numbers so please call during the evening at a reasonable time...up to 9.30pm.

SCORE National Rally
From Steve Banner
Peterborough had never seen anything like it.
Sunday afternoon strollers watched open-mouthed as a long convoy of Suzuki
Cappuccinos paraded triumphantly through the centre of the cathedral city, lights
ablaze and – for the most part – lids off. Their stately progress took them through a
pedestrianised area – SCORE had obtained permission, of course – and curious
onlookers peered into the cockpits of the little cars as the cavalcade halted so that
photos could be taken.
The convoy proved two things. The great British public just loves a Cappuccino, and
quite a few members – we know who you are! – can’t read route instructions.
Keeping the convoy together was
the biggest challenge for the
organisers as Cappuccinos flew
here, there, and everywhere. We
reckon one or two members are
still driving round and round the
cathedral, looking for the way
home.
The writer’s biggest challenge was
keeping up with Dave Benson.
Just what has he got under the
bonnet of that car of his? A V8, a
V12, or what?
(Ed- There’s more to come if I can
keep it in one piece!)

SCORE National Rally (cont.)

SCORE National Rally (cont.)

The Cappuccino parade, the high spot of SCORE’s annual general meeting and
rally, was held this year at Wansford in Cambridgeshire.

On duty when SCORE descended on Wansford was a 1942-vintage German
locomotive in the livery of Polish state railways hauling a rake of mostly Belgian
carriages. You can’t get much more European than that!

Why Wansford? Because it’s a station on the Nene Valley Railway, a preserved
steam railway with a difference.
As well as keeping British locomotives and rolling stocking running, it’s home to
retired engines and carriages from all over the world.

Katie with Thomas
the Tank engine

Many SCORE members took a train ride – the smell of the steam and an occasional
blast on the engine’s whistle reminded some of us of childhood days, long ago – as
the number of Cappuccinos arriving steadily grew. Others were content to inspect
other peoples cars – didn’t know Suzuki had actually built automatic Cappuccinos,
or that they were finished in colours other than red or silver – or take a look at the
range of merchandise SCORE has to offer.
Approximately 7.5 miles long, the line terminates in Peterborough, and its a few
minutes walk from there into the city centre.
The route passes through the 500-acre Ferry Meadows Country Park, as well
through a haunted tunnel. Did anybody see the ghost?

The Cappuccino collection includes everything from key fobs and umbrellas to tiny
model Cappuccinos and foot well mats. Worth every penny, and every purchase is
another contribution to club funds.

SCORE National Rally (cont.)

SCORE National Rally (cont.)

A grand total of 32 Cappuccinos eventually turned up, and some drivers entering the
venue looked a little nervous. The vehicles were lining up on grass, there had been a
lot of heavy rain, and visions of a British Grand Prix style mud bath floated into
their minds.

Members enjoyed a buffet lunch in an ex British Rail carriage, a complimentary
drink in the station waiting room, and the lively annual general meeting was held in
an ex Norwegian railway carriage dating back to the 1920s.

They needn’t have worried.
The field was dry, and there was no need for Land Rovers and towropes to be put on
stand-by. And although dark clouds occasionally loomed, the weather remained fine.
No-one needed towing out of here,
Cappuccinos display their thing at
Nene Valley Railway – SCORE AGM

Among matters discussed was the introduction of a new rolling 12-month
subscription scheme, and views on the frequency and content of the club magazine
were solicited.
So were ideas for SCORE merchandise. How about a Cappuccino mouse mat?
What clearly came across was the continued enthusiasm of all the members present
for the little car that everybody loves, and the dedication of the organisers.
Congratulations to them on putting together yet another great event.
What also came across is the way in which membership spans the generations.
As an aside, it would be interesting to know who is the oldest member of SCORE,
and who the youngest.
(Ed- We’ll have to ask Alex the wizard of SCORE facts and figures!)

SCORE National Rally (cont.)

Cappuccino Capers
By Tony Cowan

SCORE is clearly in good heart and health. What it could do with, however, are
more members attending the meetings held at both local and national level, and
more producing contributions for the club magazine.
Stories, photos, and technical tips are always welcome.
Several members took part in a trivia treasure hunt on the Saturday, culminating in a
barbecue at the ‘Whistle Stop’ pub at Tallington, not far from Stamford, and close to
the main east coast railway line.
Once again, the Cappuccinos attracted plenty of attention. “Are they Porsches?” one
(slightly the worse for wear) local wanted to know.
Certainly not, and I wouldn’t swap mine for one of those over bodied Beetles for all
the frothy coffee in Brazil.
I might be prepared to sell the registration number to a well-heeled Porsche owner,
though. It begins ‘ L911...’!

The mobile 'phone rings. Not one of those wacky tunes that irritates everyone within
earshot, but a ring that gets louder if the call is unanswered. Ann answers the call
and says, "It's K-K Chan for you." "Hi, K-K where are you?" "Yes but which
Macdonald's, there are at least three in Peterborough/" "Okay, find Lincoln Road,
I'm sitting here with fifteen other Cappuccinos' behind me!" Anyone who has been
in, or tried to lead a convoy of Cappuccinos' will know that it's not just a game of
follow my leader. Of course it could be, but those sad people in Vectras' and
Mondeos' keep getting in the way. A couple of minutes later and K-K arrives
leading another 10 Cappo's in the opposite direction. With the convoy back together
it is time to drive into the very centre of the Cathedral City of Peterborough.
It's day two of the annual rally which, this year has been centred on the Nene Valley
Railway on the A1 just to the west of Peterborough. After writing to our secretary,
Alex, with a suggestion that we should run a convoy in and around Peterborough, I
guess that I'd talked myself into a job. For those who were unable to get to the
annual rally I should explain that Peterborough, named after St. Peter, has been a
centre of population since the Romans arrived in AD45. More recently, in the
1960's, it was designated a 'new town' and it has excellent dual carriageways,
parkways and boulevards, which circle the city and also provide easy access to the
centre. For the convoy route we entered the city via the A1139 and Frank Perkins
Parkway (named after the founder of the diesel engine company) before running
along Bourges Boulevard and Lincoln Road. At one point, just before the call from
K-K, I approached a roundabout that was being circled with Cappuccino’s, a bit like
a tribe of Red Indians circling a wagon train, with individual cars heading off in
three different directions, the word chaos came to mind!
With the convoy reformed (it was K-K's idea to exchange mobile numbers), we took
advantage of our special permission from the City Council to drive along a
pedestrian precinct and park up in Church Street, alongside The Guildhall (1671)
and in front of the west precinct of St. Peters Cathedral, which dates back to 655.
Whilst those with cameras took advantage of a unique photo opportunity others
chatted with passers-by and the customers of some local pubs who had come onto
the streets to admire the spectacle. At least one young man climbed into a Cappo to
have his picture taken. At this point I counted 23 Cappuccino’s. I'm sure there were
25 when we set off!

Cappuccino Capers (cont.)

Greater London Regional Report - A Surrey Outing
From Chris Murray

With pictures in the can it was time to head back to the Nene Valley Railway. This
time we drove along the A47 Stoke Parkway, another dual carriageway that links
Peterborough with the A1. As I cruised along at around 60mph I glanced in the
mirror to confirm we were not going too fast. Behind we were three Cappo's in a
line, not in a line astern, but a line abreast on a two-lane carriageway! Okay I can
take a hint.

The main aim of this meet was to re-launch Region 3 as a once again active region
in the SCORE members network. To help and support us in this venture were a trio
of Region 2 members, including our guest of honour Alex Clouter. Alex was an
essential part of the day, as he knew what turned out to be a fantastic route for us to
froth our way along.
The itinerary was a simple, but effective one; meet at The Stepping Stones public
house near Box Hill, have a Sunday roast, then burn off the excess calories with a
run!
Here are the highlights...
By Noon 8 cars were assembled together with their owners meeting, greeting &
exchanging Cappo chat....
The latest SCORE (in terms of colours) 4 apiece, with the second half still to play!

Digitally created picture
As I accelerated away another sports car, a stranger, was approaching from behind at
high speed. I pulled over to let him past. No, he wasn't trying to get ahead, it was a
Porsche Boxster trying to get away from Dave Benson in his little red racer, and his
brother Mark in his champagne bucket.
The last I saw was the three of them, looking like fighter planes, with the Porsche
trying to outrun the Cappuccinos after an aerial dogfight.
After about a hour, and a lot of big grins, we were back where we started. Would I
do it again? Absolutely yes, but how about fifty Cappuccino's for the fifth
anniversary of SCORE, next year? I know that it can be done, but only if we get
fifty plus cars at the national rally on 9-10 June 2001. Get it into your diary, Alex
has the details.

Just as we were going in to eat, a ninth Cappo arrived in the dying seconds of the
first half. It was Catherine & Alex Freeman making their debut, which brought the
half time SCORE to Red devils 4 - Silver foxes 5.
We ate, what was, an excellent value Sunday Roast and then ventured out for the
second half.... Immediately after the kick off, the Reds equalised with the arrival of
Paul & Wendy Booth, also on their debut SCORE event.
The second half consisted mainly of sweeping bends (both left and right) a few tight
bends and some good tree lined routes; both teams of Cappos seemed to relish all of
these. All the Cappos had elected to play the second half topless, which turned out
to be the best strategy on such a glorious first day of British Summer Time!
Cont..

Greater London Regional Report - A Surrey Outing

Brighton - London Fun Run
From Alex Clouter

So a big thanks to the two teams:
Red devils
Silver foxes
Doug Gault
Alun Jones
Paul Carey
Pat Rolfe
Richard Speed Alex Clouter
Paul Booth
Catherine Freeman
Yours Truly
June Sykes
And another huge thank you....
Just before lunch I realised that I had forgotten my camera (much to Alex’s dismay!)
Well, what more can you expect from a rookie reg. rep after the previous late night!
So I owe a debt of gratitude to PAT ROLFE for her photos. Ta!
Future Reg. 3 events....
Thanks to those of you who have managed to return questionnaires. Out in the lead
as favoured events or venues for future meets are: Picnic, Go Karting/Quad Biking,
France for a Day & Pub meet. One of the least popular was paintballing, Doh!
Regarding the events, I’ve pencilled in Go Karting for the New Year, (because it¹s
an indoor event it makes sense to do it in winter) and some sort of picnic is easy to
sort out if & when the better weather arrives.
Enough about next year, what about this year I hear you cry!
At the end of the year will be the London Bridges Run, where a strong Region 3
contingent is expected due to the location, for other regional outings I’ll be sending
out initial details via post or email to all reg. 3 members once I’ve finalised costs etc.
I’ll also post details on the web site (www.score.org.uk) message board for the
benefit of other SCORE members who may be interested in joining us for that one.
Whilst on the subject of the website, it would be nice to see more region 3 members
joining in the weekly session in the Echat room which is every Thursday from 9pm
onwards. See You Soon!

This was the Fourth National Fun Run, and now a permanent fixture in the SCORE
Diary.
For the first time ever, as one of two organisers (the other being Richard Speed, reg
rep for Sussex and Kent), I was stranded without a car only a few days before the
start of the Fun Run.
My Cappuccino was at the local Suzuki SCORE Dealer, CMW at Ansty, replacing
the exhaust unit. Needless to say, it was not ready for the run so I managed to sweet
talk Cathy Renshaw to looking after me.
Saturday evening was spent meeting a few week-enders at The White Horse Hotel at
Rottingdean, not too far from Brighton. We had a convoy around the Lanes of
Brighton, creating quite a stir as we weaved through the picturesque "arty" side of
the seaside resort. A group of Japanese tourists were eager to take photos of the six
Cappuccino's following the leader: Katy and Mark Dobson, recently come on board
as SCORE members and showing a great enthusiasm in the club.
We returned to the Marina and after much searching around, getting hungrier by the
minute, we dined at Hanrahan's. Little did we know what we were in for, as we
waited and waited and waited for our meal. Of course, time slipped by fast as we
were eagerly chatting to each other but we soon realised that something was amiss in
the kitchens…
Such an incident did not spoil our evening and we returned to our cars, all parked
together in a multi storey park. So back to our resting places and an early start the
next day.
We all assembled at our favourite meeting
point, Telscombe Tavern, in their rear car
park. After 45 minutes, the impressive line
up of Cappuccino's had grown to 31 in size
coming from as far apart as Manchester in
the north to Den Ilp in Holland in the south.

Brighton - London Fun Run (cont.)

Brighton - London Fun Run (cont.)

A special thanks has to go to Roy Beaney, the proprietor of Telscombe Tavern who
laid on refreshments and breakfast for those who wanted it. Roy had also organised
a special mention in the Brighton Evening Argus, which had actually brought about
(later on) a new SCORE member!

Keen to get back, and as the time was creeping on, we re-routed from the schedule
and made our way back - south of the river. This was more difficult as we steered
away from the planned directions and had a more direct route to our final port of
call, at The Star Public House at Chessington. We had to contend with heavy traffic
yet again as we travelled through Wandsworth and Wimbledon.

So it was up to Richard and Danni Speed to pace out the cars as they set off on the
Run in three-minute intervals. I did the honours with the photo session per car as
they each pulled away. It took almost 45 minutes to set everyone on his or her way.
Cathy and I were at the end of the run, driving the country route, which Richard had
devised in order that we could pick up any stragglers who may have got lost.
Needless to say there was no problem. Richard in the mean time had rushed to the
pub where all cars would ultimately end up.
The route took the company of cars through some delightful country scenery: best
kept villages in Sussex and the fields/ meadows of Surrey. Richard and Danni had
artfully set up some observation questions in order to have a skill performance level
per couple/ car. In total 63.1 miles were covered, with no one getting lost.
There was a 45-minute
resting period at The Jolly
Sailor pub, which was
closed unfortunately; we
had to travel to the local
fuel station to get
refreshments.
Then we formed a few convoys and followed the route that I had devised for last
year's run, bound for London. We sailed through the SW section of London and it
was in Westminster where we arrived at a last minute planned road works along
Whitehall. After some quick thinking session via the mobile, we decided to go for it
and aim for Tower Bridge.
Soon enough our group became smaller and smaller, especially as we reached
Regents Street and Oxford Circus - there were around 5 smaller groups of cars
trying to keep together.

Quite fortunately we were lucky to have held off the rain to the final few miles of
our meeting point. Our convoy had to take over part of a fuel station under a flyover,
to put our tops on. Soon enough we were on the road again for the final leg.
Other SCORE members had arrived before us so we had a warm welcoming
committee as we turned up in the car park. More conversation followed, but no
matter as we had tome on our side for the late late lunch.
Richard and Danni had been busy totalling up the final scores on the questionnaire,
and the winners are….
Terry and June Gibson received a commemorative cup and two tickets to go to a
motoring event as the top prize. Terry and were "delighted" with the surprise win:
"It's so great to see so many Cappuccino's together, enjoying each other's company. I
have not been in SCORE for too long but I do like the high social side of the club
which does not affect the other 'lot' of people who prefer the techie side. At the end
of the day, we all get on so well brilliantly."
It was Sean Hague, reg rep for the North, who received the wooden spoon with his
zero points awarded to his completed questionnaire. Arguably, Sean enjoyed the
pleasures of driving all together more than following a series of questions to answer.
With more single people at this event, both Richard and I will look at devising a
different type of run for next year.

Brighton - London Fun Run (cont.)
Talking of which: a date in your diary for 2001 - our fifth National Brighton London - Sunday 13 May.
As explained before, next year's event will be extra special. We have already booked
one of two venues, which will be on part of the route: Brooklands Museum. We
hope to form a figure 5 formation with the Cappuccino's parked up on part of the
famous racetrack, for a major photo opportunity: certainly the biggest and most
challenging task yet. We are also planning to use the hill climb area, which we have
never done before.
Both Richard and I have a few other tricks up our sleeves for the 2001 Fifth
Anniversary Brighton - London Fun Run.
All you need to do is ensure that your 2001 membership is promptly renewed when
due and put Sunday 10th June as one of three major commitments in the diary for
next year. It may sound cheeky to say this, but you can then plan your annual
holiday around these dates.
As far as the other two significant dates, keep your eyes peeled in this magazine!

LONDON
STAINLESS
STEEL
EXHAUSTS
London Stainless Steel Exhausts are pleased
to announce a continuation of their

20% discount
on all new exhaust systems to

SCORE MEMBERS
Each exhaust unit comes with a 25 year warranty
Produced to Suzuki’s original blue print dimensions
Normal retail price: £347 (incl. VAT)
Special SCORE price: £278 (incl. VAT)
Offer strictly available to SCORE members only,
on the production of a current 2000 membership card
and quoting the membership number

Call Paul Goddard on 020 7622 2120
or email info@quicksilverexhausts.com
Visit our site on www.quicksilverexhausts.com

Southend Illuminations 6th November 1999

Southend Illuminations (cont.)

From Don Littlemore
We met up at the Tesco superstore car park on the A127 just west of Southend at
6pm. We had about a dozen cars - not all of them Cappos - Dave Benson’s was still
off the road so Sue’s famous purple peril mini was there instead, plus we had
support vehicles for those who brought the family along for the fun but couldn’t for
some reason accommodate them in their Cappo’s rear seats! Thanks to all of those
who had travelled some distance to be with us, in one case it was their first SCORE
event.
Although we couldn’t book tables in advance at the Harvester across the road, we
did warn the manager and he obligingly keep some tables to one side for the 20 or so
of us. Don lead the convoy down towards the sea front for a parade along the prom
and a view of the fireworks. Unfortunately a “no left turn” sign just after the start of
the drive meant we got completely lost with half the convoy still in toe, whilst the
other half tried a different and longer route. Don eventually made it to the sea front
and thanks to that magical gadget called the mobile phone, which we are indebted to
several thoughtful members for bringing along, we were able to locate each other
and talk the two convoys into meeting at the western end of the esplanade.
Some brave souls had their roofs down (fortunately, although it was a cold winter
night, it was dry and not very windy) and we slowly cruised up and back along the
front viewing the illuminations and frantically searching for somewhere to park up!
All agreed that the illuminations were much better than expected, and we could have
done with more time along the front, and we looked with envy at those partaking of
white knuckle rides in the Pleasure
As well as SCORE there was an invasion of friendly Honda Goldwing bikers, which
I am sure weighed in heavier that our Cappos with all their added chrome
accessories and their own personal illumination packages, but they were lucky
enough to be able to park their machines along the central reservation near the pier.
In the end we were forced to park up in the Southend Casino private car park along
the front pleading with the stern bouncer near by that we were only going to be there
for ten minutes while the fireworks were going off and would move should and
casino members find difficulty parking. I don’t know whether he has well disposed
towards our dear little cars or whether the promise of a well lubricated palm (i.e.
bank notes) kept him sweet.

The fireworks were well worth the effort to watch and by the time they were over
we were all thirsty and starving, so headed back to the restaurant in double quick
time for a hearty meal.
But this was not the end of the evening by a long chalk!
Dave Benson and Sue invited us back to their house in Corringham, Essex for yet
another firework display. Thanks Dave/Sue, it rounded off a great evening and we
now plan to go even bigger and better in the future. Keep an eye out for further
details in the magazines and the website.

Bodensee Tour
From Daniella Fischer
Saturday, 23.09.00 - 8:30a.m.
22.-24. September
Friday, 22.09.00
WELCOME
3 p.m. Met in Siblingen (giant car park) and 10 mins away from beautiful
Rheinfall in Schaffhausen (SWITZERLAND) The Rheinfall is an impressive
waterfall with an estimated age of approx. 14,000-17,000 years and our starting
point for Bodensee-Tour.
9 CAPPOS – gorgeous weather conditions – extremely nice people & lots of fun
(sounds like a good start…) !! In a convoy we drove to the Rheinfall – whilst the
Cappos enjoyed a small break their drivers did a boat trip to the “Rheinfelsen“
(Rock inside the waterfall – very funny but wet occasion to get there) .
We then went and caught our big ferry-boat to get to Meersburg and to bring our
Roadsters to their sleeping place. We drove from Schaffhausen in Switzerland to
Constance in Germany.
Yeah – in Meersburg at the Hotel “3 Stuben“ we were welcomed by another 2
Cappuccino-drivers: Christian (friend of my brother) and Max (my Dad).

Excellent weather – sunny from the very beginning; still we had to wait for another
3 Cappo-drivers to join us for the weekend.
10 a.m. and everybody was there – yeah – so we started. Driving mainly alongside
the coast of Bodensee to get to our first destination the Pfänder-mountain in Austria!
We took very narrow looping streets (Deutsche Alpenstrasse) to finally reach our
“peak“ of Pfänder. We had a 1-hour break for a second breakfast, as well as to enjoy
this unique view.
From Austria we drove to Switzerland (always along the coast side and with the
target to go around Lake Constance in 1 day) and have another “Cappuccino /
Coffee“ Stop at Stein am Rhein.
We left this romantic place after a while to get back on our way home to Meersburg
(not by ferry – this time we drove back) where we were expected for a wine tasting
party. After testing and tasting 5 different sorts of ”Meersburg“ wines we were more
than ready for our dinner.
Our Saturday night we celebrated at “Winzerstube zum Becher”. Two different
dishes were on the menu plus lots of booze. Finally we completely relaxed and had
enough time to make more contact with our group. On the entertaining programme
was a game with prizes (sponsored by SUZUKI Deutschland) and a common
CAPPO-Song!

Still one bloke is missing by now: SAM! Owing to different business plans he had to
delay his journey to the Bodensee....

Tired but happy and satisfied we crawled back to our Hotel (bar of course!).

After a sparkling welcome drink at our lovely Hotel we were taken to “Landgasthof
Birnau” by shuttle bus. There we enjoyed a barbecue dinner with barbecue kind of
music and many ... many drinks...!!!
Some friends may remember ............

Sunday, 24.09.00 - from 8:00 a.m. Breakfast
Some of our friends needed to leave earlier as they had a long distance to manage
whilst others stayed longer to join us to Insel Mainau, a marvellous flower island
(from Meersburg again we took the boat). We watched and admired the flowers,
butterflies and other animals.

11:30 p.m. GOOD NEWS! SAM ARRIVED – SO GLAD HE COULD MAKE IT –
THANKS SAM!

Bodensee Tour (cont.)
Before we split up and the event came to an end, we finished where we started with
a meal at “Hofgut Birnau”. There was no barbecue this time, but we enjoyed our
lunch in a sunny garden again. The time was close to say good bye. Our friends from
Belgium had to leave to get home and so did the rest of the group to return to their
homes spread across Germany.
We enjoyed a fabulous tour (highly enthusiastic friends & summer weather). I
would like to say thank you to all the nice people who made this trip such a great
trip:
The sponsoring of our welcoming sparkling drinks (thanks Alex!)
SUZUKI Deutschland for all the gifts as jackets, watches, caps
And last but not least I want to express my greatest thanks to my Dad & my
boyfriend Reinhold who supported me so well for the weekend and the important
event preparation. THANKS!
END OF CAPPUCCINO-BODENSEE-TOUR 2000!
Daniela Fischer, German Rep – November 2000

Bodensee Tour (cont.)

Bodensee Tour (cont.)

HERZLICH WILKOMMEN
15 Uhr Treffpunkt in Siblingen (riesiger Parkplatz) und nur 10 Minuten entfernt
vom wunderschönen Rheinfall in Schaffhausen (SCHWEIZ)
Einige Informationen über den Rheinfall:
Breite des Falles: 150 m, Höhe: 23 m, Tiefe des Beckens: 13 m, Alter des Falles 14
000-17 000 Jahre, Ø Sommerabflussmenge: 600 m³ p/Sek, Ø Winterabflussmenge:
250 m³ p/Sek, Minimalste Ablufssmenge 1921: 95 m³ p/Sek, Maximalste
Abflussmenge 1965: 1250 m³ p/Sek
9 CAPPOS – ein geniales Wetter – extrem nette Leute & viel Spaß (na, wenn das
kein guter Anfang war..) !! Im Convoy fuhren wir zum Rheinfall und während wir
unseren Cappos eine kurze Verschnaufspause gönnten, genehmigten wir
Enthusiasten uns eine Schifffahrt zum “Rheinfelsen“ (Felsen inmitten des
Wasserfalls – sehr lustige aber auch etwas feuchte Angelegenheit dahin zu
gelangen)
O.K. und weiter ging’s damit wir noch rechtzeitig unsere Fähre von Konstanz nach
Meersburg bekamen und unsere Roadster ihren Schönheitsschlaf machen durften
(o.k. – das haben die nun wirklich nicht nötig!). Wir fuhren nun also zunächst von
Schaffhausen in der Schweiz nach Konstanz in Deutschland.
Aha – in Meersburg in unserem Hotel “3 Stuben“ warteten bereits zwei weitere
Cappuccino-Fahrer auf uns: Christian (ein Freund meines Bruders) und Max (mein
Vater).
Tja – nun fehlte zu diesem Zeitpunkt nur noch der Eine: S A M! Da ihm im letzten
Augenblick die Firma und ein Kunde einen Strich durch die Rechnung machten,
musste er seine Bodensee-Tour verschieben...
Nach einem prickelnden Willkommensumtrunk in unserem süssen Hotel, fuhren wir
mit dem Shuttle-Bus zum “Landgasthof Birnau”. An diesem Abend war BarbecueDinner angesagt und dazu gehörten eben auch die entsprechende Musik und die
richtigen Drinks ... viele Drinks ... o.k. sehr viele Drinks (einige Freunde können
sich vielleicht noch wage daran erinnern?!) ..!!!

Bodensee Tour

Bodensee Tour (cont.)

From Daniella Fischer
23:30 Uhr: GUTE NEUIGKEITEN: SAM WAR ZWISCHENZEITLICH
ANGEKOMMEN!
NUN WAREN ALLE GLÜCKLICH UND ERLEICHTERT, DASS ES DOCH
NOCH GEKLAPPT HATTE – DANKE SAM!
Samstag, 23.09.00 - 8:30 Uhr.
Ausgezeichnetes Wetter – sonnig von Anfang an und … uns fehlten jetzt nur noch
drei weitere Cappo-Fahrer, die uns für Samstag/Sonntag begleiteten.
10 Uhr und alle sind da – juhu – los ging’s. Nun fuhren wir überwiegend dem See
entlang um zu unserem ersten Etappen-Ziel, dem Pfänder in Österreich, zu gelangen.
Dabei bewegten wir uns auf sehr schmalen Wegen (Deutsche Alpenstrasse) und
erreichten endlich unsere “Spitze“ des Pfänders. Wir machten 1 Stunde Pause um
ein 2. Frühstück einzunehmen aber auch um das einzigartige Panorama zu genießen.
Von Österreich fuhren wir wieder in die Schweiz (immer der Seestraße entlang und
mit dem Ziel den Bodensee in einem Tag zu umrunden). Unser nächster
”Cappuccino / Kaffee“- Stopp war in Stein am Rhein.
Information zu Stein am Rhein:
Rund um den Rathausplatz des malerischen Schweizer Städtchens Stein wurden die
Fassaden der Bürgerhäuser im 16. und 17. Jh. bemalt. Besonders schön sind die
Fresken des „Roten Ochsen“ mit Szenen aus dem Alten Testament und antiken
Allegorien.
Nach einem zügigen Aufenthalt befanden wir uns auch schon wieder auf der
Rückfahrt nach Meersburg (dieses Mal nicht mit der Fähre – nein wir fuhren selber
zurück). In Meersburg erwartete uns bereits eine Weinprobe. Nach dem ausgiebigen
Wein-Testen fünf verschiedener “Meersburger“-Weine hatten wir uns das
Abendessen aber wirklich verdient.

Unseren Samstagabend feierten wir in der “Winzerstube zum Becher”. Zwei
verschiedene Menüs standen zur Auswahl und selbstverständlich auch viele gute
Weine. Ja – nun hatten wir endlich Zeit uns richtig zu entspannen und uns intensiv
miteinander zu unterhalten. Auf dem Unterhaltungsprogramm standen u. a. eine
kleine Verlosung (Preise wurden von SUZUKI Deutschland gesponsert) und ein
gemeinsamer CAPPUCCINO-Song!
Müde aber glücklich und zufrieden kehrten wir wieder in unser(e) Hotel(bar)
zurück !
Sonntag, 24.09.00 - 8:00 Uhr Frühstück
Einige von uns mussten früher aufbrechen, da sie noch eine sehr weite Heimfahrt zu
bewerkstelligen hatten. Die anderen jedoch begleiteten uns zur Insel Mainau!
Wunderhübsche Insel übersäht mit Blumen, Pflanzen, Schmetterlingen und anderen
Tieren. Von Meersburg aus fuhren wir wieder mit dem Schiff.
Vor wir uns nun aber endgültig trennen mussten, kehrten wir noch einmal an den
Platz zurück, an dem am Freitag alles anfing: “Hofgut Birnau”. Zwar gab es am
Sonntag nicht schon wieder Barbecue, dafür hatte es aber die Sonne recht gut
gemeint, so dass wir gemütlich im Freien speisen konnten.
Die Zeit war gekommen um Tschüss zu sagen. Unsere Freunde von Belgien
machten sich auf die Heimreise und auch die deutschen Grüppchen trennten sich
wieder in alle Richtungen Deutschlands.
Wir hatten eine fabelhafte Tour (highly enthusiasted friends & ein Sommerwetter!)
und ich möchte meinen ganz herzlichen Dank an all die netten Leute aussprechen,
die uns diese Tour so ermöglicht haben:
 SCORE U.K. + Alex - die uns den “prickelnden Empfang“ beschert haben ->
DANKE ALEX !!!
 SUZUKI Deutschland für all die Geschenke wie Jacken, Armbanduhren, Mützen .
..
und last but not least möchte ich ein riesiges DANKESCHÖN an
 meinen Vater & Reinhold richten, die mich nicht nur während der Tour sondern
bereits schon bei den Vorbereitungen tatkräftig unterstützt haben. DANKE !

Japanese Auto Extravaganza
From Dave Benson
I hadn’t planned to go to the JAE due to M70CAP having some more work engine
wise and the Suzuki warranty repairs on the bodywork of my poor left outside Capp
were taking major amount of time but with poor Alex breaking his leg, I was asked
to step in at the last minute.
So it was on two wheels for me in the form of my Honda VTR SP-1 (a Japanese
motorcycle you will notice!) We were as usual placed next door to known quantities
and a warm welcome was given from the Suzuki SC100 Whizzkids.
The weather stayed pretty fine for us apart from when we got the disposable
barbecues out! We behaved ourselves in the arena, noting that it was a lot more
crowded than previous years and left it to another car club for being told off for lurid
antics on the grass!
This year each club was asked to order some trophies and to hand those out to cars
and owners that in other owner’s views, were the best of show.
I duly dished out trophies to some of our SCORE members with instructions to try
and get me photos to go with the presentations.
The JAE was a whole weekend and you can imagine that with the help of our
intrepid continental friends Helene, Sammy and Marcel, along with many rounds
bought by, now, very good friends Kate and Mark Dobson (Thanks!) the evening
ended in the most pleasant of fuzzy minds and slurring voices.
I won’t go on about what happened to allow more room for piccies, just to say the
JAE was another great success for both Japanese automobiles and SCORE.
A meet well worth coming to in 2001.

Japanese Auto Extravaganza (cont.)

South West Region Spring Meeting

South West Region Spring Meeting (cont.)

From Sarah Watton and Paul Radford
March 19th 2000
We had an excellent turn-out for our first regional meeting of the year which took
place at Wookey Hole Caves near Wells in Somerset. We had seven Cappuccinos
present plus one other Japanese sports car belonging to someone I won’t mention…
….!
The weather was sunny, although cold and most had been brave and removed some
(if not all) roof panels. We had four red, two champagne and one green car, which
created much interest in the car park.
We all headed for a guided tour around the Wookey Hole caves. This was
fascinating, the guide putting the information over in a very amusing way, mainly
for the benefit of the children, but it made us adults laugh too! There were three
main cave “chambers” with various different features. The guide pointed out
different rock formations, which were supposed to be the Witch and her dog as well
as an elephant with only one ear! There was an impressive underground lake, which
extended into chambers only accessible by diving. There were several smaller
chambers, which we were also able to go through. There were not many stalagmites
and stalactites which was a little disappointing, however this was courtesy of the
poet Alexander Pope who shot them down to put in his own grotto somewhere in
London!!
After the caves, there was an exhibition of artefacts associated with the caves and
also a paper mill. This was very interesting as they told us the history of paper
making from when it was made from the broken down fibres of cotton, which was
then made into a pulp before being filtered through a very fine mesh. They showed
us at this point how the watermark is put in. Each individual sheet was then blotted
before the drying process. This was fascinating and Annabel and I could not resist
the opportunity of rolling up our sleeves and having a go – with some degree of
success!! The paper produced from cotton is very durable and can last over 500
years. Therefore paper from Wookey Hole is used by the Government and for
important legal documents.

Following on from this was a hall of mirrors, which was quite amusing (I think I
shall get the one that made me look tall and thin for my hallway at home!) and the
amazing Mirror Maze, which was very strange, as you appeared to be walking down
a corridor, only to go headfirst into a mirror.
We then adjourned to the cafeteria where we sat in the sunshine and chatted over
lunch.
Thank-you to everybody, that helped to make the day successful.

NEW REGIONAL REP. REQUIRED – South West Region
It is with much regret that I shall soon be standing down as the SW Region rep. for
SCORE. I am very sad about this, as I am one of the three "founder" members of
SCORE along with John Moore and Alex Clouter.
The reason for this is that my much loved and driven (60,000 miles) Cappuccino
has been replaced by a spanking new model Toyota MR2. I shall miss my Cappy a
great deal as we have had some tremendous fun, especially when attending and
organising SCORE events and I shall definitely insist that her new "parent" will join
SCORE. I am more than happy to continue to run the SW Region until a successor
can be found.
I shall also remain a member of SCORE as an associate so I can stay in touch with
the many friends I have made through the Club. I also hope to attend some events.
Many thanks to those of you that have supported SW Region events during my years
as rep.
If anyone in my region is interested in taking over this position, please contact me
on 01425 621261.
Sarah Watton
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Let’s see how you get on with this crossword, guess the subject!
ACROSS

1. Man made interior
5. Honda ‘cousins’ to our cars
9. One of two UK colours
10. Automobile
12. Clarkson drove it through a
supermarket on this program
13. Frothiest drive available
14. OEM of tyres
DOWN

2. Driving force of SCORE
3. Steering wheel on this side
4. Page 3 cars?
6. So this must be the other colour
7. Japanese class for small
efficient vehicles
8. Wheel size in inches
11. Japanese manufacturer of our
cars

Digital Fascia Clock
From Don Littlemore
I am one of those poor souls whose radio does not have a time display, and this has
been a real pain at night when it is impossible to read a wristwatch under the light of
passing street lamps!
I now have a neat light located about one inch from the right hand edge of the flat
plastic facia panel in front of the passenger seat.
I utilised the Maplins Small Clock Module Ref. YU05 @ £9-99 inc. VAT - Order by
telephone 01702 554000) which is about 2 inches wide by 1 inch deep with a shiny
black overlapping bezel for panel mounting and a neat unlit four digit LCD display
powered by a one of those small hearing-aid type batteries. The most difficult job is
removing and replacing the facia panel which is held in place by one screw on the
side hidden by the passenger's door and a further three at the back, accessed through
the glove box and extracted with a stubby handled Philips screwdriver.
Using the back of the module as a template I marked out the necessary hole size in
pencil on the front about one inch from the right hand edge of the panel, just
avoiding the lug taking the right hand fixing screw.
I cut out the hole using a small craft mini-drill fitted with a sharp cutting wheel. It
was then just a case of fixing the panel back again (even more difficult than
removing it) and popping the module into the new hole, which is held by friction
from two small side lugs behind the bezel, so allowing easy removal for battery
replacement every year or so.
I can now read the time by the illumination of the interior courtesy light.
The bezel ought to push in about 1/2 mm further, but there is not enough room
behind unless one did some more hacking into the plate behind the facia panel.
However this doesn't really notice, but I guess I could cut out a 1/2mm thin black
plastic sheet to fit behind the bezel to hide the slight gap.
Fitting time about one hour, but even now I still have to fit one of the rear mounting
screws back, which up to now has defied re-location and lays somewhere down
behind the glove box awaiting retrieval!!
I finished the whole thing off by fixing a spare chrome Cappuccino boot lid badge
(the most expensive item at £22!) in the middle of the remaining facia panel.

Merchandise
Orders are by post only, as we do not have the facilities for
credit card orders as yet.
To: - SCORE Merchandise, 41 Bradenham Road,
West Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP14 4EY
SCORE Cheques
A reminder from our treasurer that all cheques should be
made out to SCORE and for overseas members we can only
accept payment in Pounds Sterling only.
Our bank can get a little funny if the cheque is slightly
incorrect i.e. SCORE membership etc.
Thanks!

Regional Organisation

STOP PRESS.....NEW REG REPS

Our current regional organisation shows eleven areas across the UK from where we
are able to administer an effective coverage of local meetings. We also have other
countries across Europe and further overseas where we also have SCORE members.

George and Alex Barnett
Covering Lincs, Notts, Leics and Rutland
Hi, there everyone. We are newcomers to SCORE and are keen to meet you guys
living in the areas we cover very shortly.
We have a delightful red Cappuccino and attended our first SCORE event last year,
in December, on the London Bridges Run.
There’s a few tricks up our sleeves You can call either of us on 01933 443 627.
We look forward to seeing you, all eleven of you!

The regional reps work voluntarily in their own way of organising meetings and
events, so it is important that all SCORE members make contact with their local rep
to find out what is going on.
SCORE does make some financial contribution to help with specific mailings the
reg rep would like to do within their region, but contact has to be two way.
Please make the effort of keeping in regular contact with your reg rep: exchange
email addresses if you are on the Internet. Also keep your eye out on the SCORE
web site - either the events page or the message board - for events going on outside
your area which you may be interested in attending.
If you live in an area where there is no reg rep and you feel that you would like to
rise to the challenge in organising a few events during the course of the year (say 2 3) then make contact with Alex Clouter either by phone (01342 823 951) or by
email (alex@score.org.uk) to register your interest

News Update
It's goodbye to Chris Morris who has served the Yorkshire/ Derbyshire region for
some time; his working life has taken him away from the area and further down
south. Chris has done a brilliant job with successful meetings and getting mentioned
in the local press (all good news of course!). Thank you for your valuable support
and it's good that you will remain a SCORE member.
At the same time it's hello to Katie Lawrence who has volunteered to look after a
larger Northern region. Katie lives in Sheffield, South Yorkshire and owns a red
Cappuccino. Without any hesitation she wrote "yes" against becoming a reg rep o
the SCORE application form when she joined up in May this year. Someone had put
a froth card under her windscreen wiper and that was her first time she got to know
about SCORE. It was a pity that the SCORE person had not written their name and
membership number on the reverse of the froth card as he/she could have won a
special prize as a result of Katie signing up!

Vicki Pugh
Covering Shropshire, Hereford & Worcestershire, Gloucs, Wales
It took some “gentle” persuasion from Alex via email for me to be a reg rep, and
now that I have read the mag I am keen to froth the local SCORE spirit in my
region.
I really would like to get a feel from everyone living in the areas that I cover on the
sort of thing they would like on a regular or “one off” basis.
You can contact me on 07939 055994, there are 20 of us in the region so come along
and let’s show the rest of the regions what we can do!!
SITUATIONS VACANT
We are actively looking for reps to cover the following regions for SCORE in order
to build up more local get togethers and write interesting stories of these meets for
the magazine:
Region 1 covering Hants, Dorset, Bristol, Wiltshire, Somerset, Devon, Cornwall,
Isle of Wight
Region 5 covering Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambs
Region 14 covering Ireland and Northern Ireland
If you live in any of the areas and are keen to be a rep please contact Alex Clouter
on 01342 823 952 or email alex@score.org.uk. He will provide you with a directory
of members and a label list to help with mailings. Any expenses incurred in posting
can be claimed back via Tori Alexander our SCORE treasurer.

The SCORE Regional Team

The SCORE Regional Team - continued

The Steering Group

Region 7
VICKI PUGH
Shropshire, Hereford & Worcestershire, Gloucs, Wales
07939 055 994 (mobile)

Tori Alexander - SCORE Treasurer
Dave Benson - SCORE Magazine Editor/ Technical
Kerry Brown- SCORE Merchandise
Alex Clouter - SCORE Membership/ Events/ Publicity
Regional Representatives
Region 1
*VACANT POSITION*
Hants, Dorset, Bristol, Wiltshire, Somerset, Devon, Cornwall, Isle of Wight
Region 2
RICHARD SPEED
West and East Sussex, Kent
01403 242 853
Region 3
CHRIS MURRAY
Greater London, Surrey, Berkshire, Middlesex
0208 974 8752
Region 4
DON LITTLEMORE
Essex, Beds, Bucks, Herts
01708 749 152
Region 5
*VACANT POSITION*
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambs
Region 6
CATHY RENSHAW
West Midlands, Warwickshire, Northants, Oxon, Staffs
01788 541 621

Region 8
GEORGE BARNETT
Lincs, Notts, Leics, Rutland
07715 169 461 (mobile)
Region 9
SEAN HAGUE
Greater Manchester, Merseyside, Cheshire, Lancs
0973 104 314 (mobile)
Region 10
KATIE LAWRENCE
Yorkshire, Derbyshire, Cumbria, Durham, Northumberland, Tyne & Wear
0114 266 0103
Region 12
IAIN RALSTON
Scotland
0131 552 3606
Region 14
*VACANT POSITION*
Northern Ireland, Eire
Region 15
HELÉNÉ MISSIN
Belgium
+ 32 89 35 97 77

The SCORE Regional Team - continued
Region 16
POL WATINE GUIU
France
+ 33 40 52 11 12
Region 17
DANIELA FISCHER
Germany
+ 49 73 93 49 77
Region 18
ROB FAES
Holland
+ 76 54 18645
Region 25
JUSTIN PICKERING
Australia
+ 61 29 520 2439
Region 50
Other Overseas Members
ALEX CLOUTER
+ 44 1342 823 951

If you live in an area where there is a vacant position and are interested in being a
regional rep please call Alex Clouter - Region 50 . The regional rep is responsible
for welcoming new SCORE members and organising regular local meets for their
region, plus help in various national meets where necessary

The SCORE Regional Team - continued
Following on from the AGM, views were expressed about a more effective coverage
for the regional reps.
This has now been reviewed, and the structure on the previous pages is the final one.
As you will see, each region has been re-numbered and various counties have been
switched across various boundaries of regions.
The aim is to give SCORE members a more efficient back up of regional contact
either for events or other advice from SCORE.
There are some vacancies for regional representation. Interested SCORE members
should contact either Dave or Alex in the first instance.
What does a reg rep do? All we ask centrally is the following, always understanding
that the role is what you make it:
- personal welcome, either by phone or letter, to new SCORE members on receipt of
the advice form from Alex
- organise a series of regular or ad-hoc meets with members in the region
- submit a regular quarterly report to Dave for inclusion in the magazine
- help Alex with any “national” meets if in the region
Again, from the AGM at Marwell Zoo, there was an agreement that each reg rep can
have a £50 float to cover costs of postage, stationery and phone calls on behalf of
SCORE. Claims must be submitted with receipts to the SCORE Treasurer, Andi
Davies. It makes sense that there has to be a minimum £10 “accrued” claim to Andi,
each time the reg rep incurs costs.
If you are not a reg rep and keen to continue the froth flag flying more locally, in
support of the national events that Alex orchestrates, please contact us.
The reg rep network is a vital backbone to SCORE.

Cappuccino Word Search

TAKE COVER! Car Covers by Cover Systems
All our covers have two protected front door zips and supplied with a carrying bag.
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The Outdoor Cover:
Polyester woven textile with anti-U.V.
treatment, lightweight, smooth, high water
resistance, breathable, elasticated all round
hem, with under body anti-theft straps.

Price: £89.00

Tel 01933 410851 Fax 01933 411851
Cover Systems, 49 Grove Road
Rushden, Northants, NN10 0YD
Cheques payable to Cover Systems
All prices include VAT and UK delivery.

Price: £63.00

ALUMINIUM
CABRIOLET
CAPPUCCINO
COFFEE
ECONOMICAL
FROTHY
FUN

SCORE

LIGHT
QUICK
REARWHEELDRIVE
SMALL TOPLESS
TRIPLE
TWELVEVALVES
TWINCAM

THE SCORE
PRESS SERVICE
Announcing an exclusive service to
SCORE Members
SCORE has a comprehensive library of
Cappuccino road tests which are available
for sale from 50p to £3.00 depending on
the magazine and type of report

TOP GEAR
AUTOCAR
AUTO EXPRESS
DAILY TELEGRAPH
SUNDAY TIMES
and many more titles
SCORE have received written permission to
reproduce these articles for the benefit of members

ALL YOU NEED TO DO

SCORE 5th Anniversary
NATIONAL RALLY
A very special event on a very special occasion

9th – 10th June 2001
A very special place
SOMEWHERE

NORTH
OF
ENGLAND

Send a SAE to
Alex Clouter
SCORE Press Service
6 Blenheim Fields
Forest Row
East Sussex
RH18 5EW

It could be Yorkshire or Lancashire,
Possibly Cumbria or Derbyshire
Whatever the place may be
Just put the date in your diary!

Register Facts And Figures

Achievements Of The Car And The Club

Alex has done a quick round up of all the SCORE members on the database and has
put together the following data.

Suzuki Cappuccino:

The following SCORE members have the lowest chassis numbers in the Register:
100030
100041
100058
100072
100085
100093
100113
100122
100132
100145

James Williams
David Stanton
Matthew Alexander
Pauline Larkin
Paula Walker
Clive Lacey
Petra Palfreyman
Stephen Banner
Michael Flatters
James Portway

100019
100039
100051
100067
100076
100087
100101
100116
100128
100143

Jeff Longley
Eddie Pattison
David Wood
Linda Chitty
Elaine Price
Richard Morrall
Karen Hodgetts
John Callaghan
Paul Hamilton
Stuart Crafer

The following SCORE members have the highest chassis numbers in the Register:
122374 Clive Bevan
120863 Sandeep Sethi
118204 Mark Benson
117513 Brian Dolan
117366 Ian Grove-Stephensen

117073 Nick Kerley
116668 Marcel Spoelstra
116025 David Yau
115700 Paul Richmond
115690 Pernille Knapp

1992

Best design sports-car of the International Motor Show
Best value sports car under £20,000

1993

Silver design award at the London Motor Show
#10 position in Top Ten Cars of the Year: Car Magazine

SCORE:
1996 Inaugural SCORE meeting at Abergavenny
1997 Membership topped 150 milestone
First national rally: 69 Cappuccino's in attendance
1998 "Most improved club of the year" in its category:
Classics Magazine
1999

Membership topped 250 milestone

Red: Francis Nicholson who joined in January 1999 - car was registered on 01/01/92
Silver: Kathryn Clapham who joined in May 1999 - car was registered on 01/07/91

2000 Most popular Brighton - London Run: 32 Cappuccino's in
attendance
Record overseas membership: Australia, New Zealand,
Japan, India, Germany, Belgium, Holland, France and Malta

SCORE Swaps

2001

The Earliest Registered Cappuccino's

27 current SCORE members actually bought their Cappuccino, knowingly or
unknowingly, from another Cappuccino owner who was once a SCORE member.
The car could have been sold privately or perhaps through the trade.

5th Commemorative Brighton - London Run
5th National Rally
5th Birthday Party

The Annual Service - A Cautionary Tale

The Annual Service - A Cautionary Tale (cont.)

From Tony Cowan
Although I'm full of admiration, and a little envious, of those SCORE members who
drive their Cappuccino's throughout the year, Ann and I are lucky to be able to put
Andy Cappo away in the winter and pull it out of the garage when the clocks are
moved forward an hour to British Summer Time.
This year we taxed the Cappo at the beginning of May and arranged for an annual
service at the local Suzuki dealer, Stoneacre of Peterborough, for the 16th May. If
you look at the owner's manual you will see that for low mileage cars an
annual/12,000 mile service is recommended. When I booked the car into the garage
I also arranged for the air conditioning, which had stopped working, to be rectified.
At this point. I must admit that at one time I thought that air conditioning in sports
cars, was for wimps, but I wished that it had been working when we zipped down
the M11 for the London-Brighton Fun Run with the hood up. On that day it was
exceptionally warm and Ann and I must have shed a few pounds as the miles rolled
by. Sorry, I digress.
In the late afternoon of 16th May, I returned to Stoneacre to collect that car and pay
for the service. As I studied the bill, for a 6,000-mile service, the receptionist said,
“By the way, the air conditioning doesn't work.” “Yes”, I replied, “I told you that it
doesn't work, you were supposed to fix it.” “Oh, I'm sorry.” I went to the car and
had a cursory look underneath. Back at reception, “By the way, you haven't
changed the oil in the differential, and what's this environmental protection charge?”
Blank look from across the counter. “You do realise that the Cappuccino is rear
wheel drive?” “ The environmental charge, that's for getting rid of the old oil and
keeping your car clean.” “So why are there boot marks all over the carpets and mud
on the sills?” “Mr. Cowan, I think you are a little annoyed with us.” “Actually, I'm
on the verge of being furious, but instead of shouting at you, I'll speak with your
manager tomorrow.”
When I got the Cappo home I drove it onto a set of ramps and had a closer
inspection of the underside. Yes, the engine and gearbox oils had been changed, but
the new oil filter was loose, and would have come off if I hadn't tightened it. There
was also a streak of oil down the offside wing. The next day I priced an oil filter
and found that Stoneacre had doubled the price for their replacement.

Later the same day, I phoned the garage and asked to speak to the service manager.
“Mr.Cowan what can I say?” “Well, first you could explain why you charge double
the going rate for an oil filter.” “Yes, I'm very sorry, we seemed to have charged
double for all the parts and materials.” “Next, you could explain why, after giving a
weeks notice for an annual service and rectification of the air conditioning, you
overcharge me for a 6,000 mile service, fail to rectify the air conditioning, and return
a car that's covered in mud, has an oil streak down the offside wing and also has an
oil filter that's ready to fall off.” “Oh, by the way, I've cancelled my cheque, and I
wouldn't look forward to seeing many more Cappuccinos.”
Three weeks, and 225 miles later I drove the Cappo up to Lincoln, a round trip of
140 miles, and left it with Keith Walker the service manager of Linpac Garages Ltd.
After running through the service requirements with one of their engineers, Nigel
Bosworth, I spent a pleasant couple of hours in Lincoln before returning to the
garage. The required service had been completed in accordance with a service
check sheet for the Cappuccino. The air conditioning had been topped up, with the
addition of a dye kit to help sort out any future leakage, and Keith advised me that
the rear discs were showing signs of corrosion, but would be okay for another year.
To restore my faith in the Suzuki marque, and for being a member of SCORE, he
also gave me a 10% discount.
Three cheers for Keith Walker, Nigel Bosworth and Linpac Garages Ltd. But no
prizes for guessing which garage I'll be going to next year!

Christian Carriage

Christian Carriage (cont.)

A Sermon from Tony Ranzetta
Dear Alex,
Thank you for your recent telephone call.
When I joined SCORE I sent John a copy of a newspaper article depicting my
Cappuccino with its amusing number plate and also mentioned the television
programmes for which I was filmed and interviewed.
As I said over the telephone, my reason for purchasing a Cappuccino was partly
because the moment I saw it in Levois in Colchester, I simply fell in Love with it –
as far, of course, as it is permitted for a man of the cloth to feel any attachment to
worldly goods. It was also partly because it was so small. Not only did this attract
me and remind me of some happy times I had spent many years ago driving an MG
Midget, but I could see how useful it would be for me when visiting parishioners
and going to churches in the area in which I now live, often entailing journeys of
several miles along narrow, winding Suffolk country lanes. Even going to the shops
in Lavenham, where vehicles are often parked on both sides of the High Street and
all over the Market Place, would be made much easier.
I knew that my Grandchildren would approve. They approve of most of my wild
ideas. They also love cars that have a bit of oomph. And when I test drove the
Cappuccino I found that it not only had oomph, it also negotiated with consummate
ease all those little hazards which cause larger vehicles to pause for thought. It could
be steered round even the miniest of mini roundabouts without having to go over the
elevated portion in the middle – even the one at the entrance to the main car park in
Bury St. Edmunds, which was designed by a midget with a moped. It remained
totally unflurried by most of the so-called traffic calming measures put in place by
and on behalf of those neurotic dog-walkers who believe that roads were built
specifically to be defecated on by their canine idols. I like the way it handed – even
the way it wiggles its bottom when accelerating into a sharp left turn; and I liked the
air-conditioning when driving with the roof on. Apart from the lack of a clock on the
dashboard and the position of the interior light switch I liked what I saw and have
had no subsequent reason to change my mind.
The only time I wished I had not been in my Cappuccino was once, when returning
from Royston, I saw the car ahead of me drive over what I mistakenly took to be a

white paper or plastic bag but which turned out to be a small rock which had fallen
from a Lorry on to the middle of the road. The car ahead of me cleared it easily.
Mine did not! I was thankful, however, for the protective shield round the exhaust
system, which absorbed most of the crunch. Now I tend to steer round most forms of
litter which seem to abound on our roads, rather than risk driving over them – just in
case.
I like the idea of a club for Cappuccino drivers. We are quite exclusive, and I
imagine that, although it takes all sorts, most of us try to drive in a way which is
suited both to car of such style and panache and to the natural attraction it has for
other, less fortunate road-users, whose admiration for it is such that they want and
expect its behaviour to be immaculate and elegant at all times and in every situation.
As a clergyman I find that most people are unafraid to approach me and ask about
the Cappuccino. Most are far more knowledgeable about cars than I am and
sometimes ask technical questions to which I have to plead ignorance (or else give
an answer of which I am very unsure). Nevertheless, they all admire the car. Its
comparative rarity adds, of course, to their respect for it. It is always a good talking
point and seems to bring out the best in people. Their faces light up, and they are
happy with what they see. They are pleased to be able to chat to its owner – just to
stand by it and look at it and talk. It adds something to their quality of life, as it has
to mine.
An added attraction in the case of my Cappuccino is its number plate. When I had
decided to buy it from Levoi’s of Colchester the only thing I wanted to change was
its registration number which was entirely unmemorable – a jumble of meaningless
numbers and letters which I knew I would never be able to repeat when booking into
a hotel or asked by anyone for my car’s number. I had observed that one of the
current combinations of letters in its year in East Anglia was REV.
As I intended to use it primarily in the course of my clerical duties, especially the
social visiting of friends and parishioners, I thought that it would make some sense
if I had those letters on my number plate. When I enquired I found that one of the
numbers I could have with that combination of letters was Number 1.

Christian Carriage (cont.)

Fast Food
From Anne Andersen

So I acquired the number N1 REV, which has also acted as a great conversation
starter and caused the more alert of passers by to take a second look and, especially
if they see me in the car wearing my dog-collar, to raise a smile and give a cheery
wave or come over for a chat. So it really helps me in my work as a deacon of my
church by bringing me that much closer to the people I meet and giving them
something to brighten up their day – and, possibly, even a reason to think that being
a Christian does not preclude being with it, even in this day and age. Wouldn’t it be
wonderful if somebody one day could say that they were converted by a
Cappuccino?
Regards,
Deacon Tony Ranzetta
(Rev A.R. Ranzetta)
P.S. I heard the other day of an Essex (lady) vicar who has the registration number
S6 REV – but I do not think she owns a Cappuccino.

Loved the last mag, quite superb!!
I enclose a couple of piccies taken on our Region 6 meet. It was great, brill weather
– we were all 9 of us topless at one stage! I thought the other could bear a caption
asking why these Cappuccino owners are studying the railway timetable! The
answer was, happily NOT that their cars had broken down and hence considering
other forms of transport, but that we were doing a treasure hunt, and one of the
answers lay in the timetable. I didn’t win anyway!!
However, my husband Bjarne and I
inadvertently cheated the system at
the meet pub!! We ordered fish and
chips, sat down at a table at a table
expecting a long wait, but 5 mins
later a lad pops along with 2 plates
asking “Fish and Chips?”
“Yes please” we say, thinking what
a fantastically quick service considering the huge number of people there. Later, we
learnt that from fellow Cappo owners that there was a waiting time from order to
service of one hour – so we had obviously innocently taken someone else’s dinner!
We wonder if they had to wait another 55mins to get theirs but we didn’t wait to
find out!! (Sorry!)
I am delighted with my Cappuccino umbrella, which I took with me and got out at
the meet to pose with – but when I got home, found I had left it behind! Happily
Richard tells me that the ever faithful Clive and Yvonne are taking car of it for me
until the next meet! Hope they aren’t wearing it out!
PS Richard said you didn’t discuss my suggestion of a calendar – I’m hurt!
PPS So’s my Capp, a silly old bat reversed into it while it was parked opposite her
house, £300 damage, she missed the headlight by half an inch, so my Capp is in
hospital undergoing surgery, it’s my first time away from home without me!
Meanwhile I have to drive a totally unacceptable substitute of a Corsa!
(Ed – Richard wasn’t listening then! Calendar was talked about and agreed, photos
are being arranged as we speak!)

A Cappuccino is for Life – Not just for Christmas

A Cappuccino is for Life – Not just for Christmas (cont)

From Ann Langstaff
It all began when Mike bought a shiny new Jeep and I was stuck with the D-reg
White (though not very often) Escort. Don’t get me wrong a very reliable long
standing vehicle which did us proud for many years.
Not that I was jealous of Mike’s new vehicle you understand, but almost right away
I was looking to find something I could be equally proud to own.
The list looked something like this, “What about another Spitfire (I liked them), nah
too old… A TR7?.. didn’t like the shape.. How about an MX-5? Too expensive!”

Keys and nervous glances exchanged I had no idea how this vehicle would handle
(or how I would handle this vehicle). Mastering getting in and out would take some
time, and the indicator stalk was on the wrong side. Gosh it’s low and what a funny
little gearstick.
Alas! The stuff was still in the Escort! Greasy, oily, smelly, rusty, damp stuff! I
looked at Mike and then at his shiny Jeep.. “You’re NOT putting all that…”
“It’s just till we get home”, I said, “It won’t fit in the Cappuccino”. In horror he
climbed up to his driving position anxious to get home now.

“This little Suzuki’s got a good write up”, Mike said. One look at the picture and
that was it. The race was on – to hunt one down – in Scotland!

I climbed down into my new driving position and began to move off. My legs were
like jelly as I tootled along – OH MY GOD! What’s that green light that looks like a
sunflower!

Phone calls to dealers for the usual answers “ Don’t see many of them”, “ Haven’t
had one of them for years” and “ they only imported 1000 you know”. My hopes
were dashed. But I HAD to have one. I was becoming an obsession.

Its so hot, how do I open the windows, where’s the volume on the radio? Better just
get home before investigating. Whoops! That’s the windscreen wipers not
indicators! – Never been here before. WOW! Electric windows.

So I started with the Yellow Pages and worked my way through. When I reached
AB Motors I phoned and was astonished to hear “Yup, I can GET you one of those”.
A day later and I found myself at a garage in the middle of nowhere clutching a
£100 deposit in cash to give to a complete stranger.

At the first sign of a day with no rain, off came the top – how ingenious! The
shopping would have to go in the passenger foot well.
Comments came one after another from the side walk “Oh look at that car”, “I’m
going to have one of them” and “What the &^%*”
It’s a fantastic car, I love it and as Mike says, “You’re going to have that car
forever”

The next 2 days were tense! A Cappuccino had been identified going into an auction
in Wales! This itself sounded dodgy.
The phone rang, “It’s here!” when did I want to go and collect it?
Completely unprepared and with the trusty old Escort containing 5years of junk, off
I trotted from work. “I’m just off to get a new car”.
WOW! Before me stood a vehicle I had only ever seen in pictures and a car that was
about to be mine, a car, which had no rust. Legal documents all seemed in place
(better do a credit check though), quickly had to sort out insurance! I didn’t realise
that I was expected to drive it away!
What about the Escort “Can you take that?” No problem.

Aahh, never did get to say
goodbye to the old Escort.
Never mind we still keep in
touch; have only had 3
telephone calls from the
local Constabulary asking if
we are the owners.
Not any more…

Driving The Mille Miglia In A Cappuccino

Driving The Mille Miglia In A Cappuccino (cont.)

From Marcel Spoelstra
Every car enthusiast must have heard about the famous Italian Mille Miglia. A car
race, which was held from 1927 till 1957.The story of the Mille Miglia begins in
1921 when the Auto Club di Brescia organised the first Italian Grand Prix. Seeing
the success of this race the Automobile Club of Milan built the Autodromo
Nazionale Monza and had the 1922 Italian Grand Prix held on their new course.
This outraged the people of Brescia but it was not until 1926 when Aymo Maggi
conceived the idea of a road race for sports cars that they were able to exact some
measure of revenge.
This race run over a 1000 mile (1600 km) course of closed public roads travelled
from Brescia to Rome and back again. Finally in 1927 with the help of Giovanni
Canestrini, Count Franco Mazzotti and Renzo Castagneto, Aymo Maggi saw his
dream come alive. In Brescia the cars were flagged off at one minute intervals with
the smaller, slower cars leaving first. The numbers on the cars represented their
starting times. What lay ahead of the drivers was 1000 miles of Italian road: good,
bad and indifferent. The strategy involved was simple: drive as fast as you can for as
long as you can for this was a race against the clock. If you were lucky you would
finish among the leaders: if not, you might finish among the rocks. Along the way
spectators gathered by the score to cheer their favourites on, sometimes nearly
inches from the speeding cars.
In the past this race had famous competitors like Fangio, Nuvolari, Caracciola,
Ascari and Moss. Moss and his navigator Jenkinson won the race in 1955 in a
Mercedes. Driving 1000 miles in an incredible 10 hours driving time, on an average
of 157.65 km/h !!! After a number of heavy crashes authorities decided to forbid
racing. But since 1977 the race has been held as a classic rally.
Fascinated by his history it seemed nice
driving this route in a Cappuccino. But
unfortunately this classic rally doesn’t allow
cars younger than 1957. I examined the
route, which I found on the official Mille
Miglia site (www.millemiglia.it). So I
decided to drive it myself solo like the great
Fangio.

Sunday 11-21-1999
I left Amsterdam at 7:00 am. By the time I drove through Germany I heard the
alarming news that a lot of snow had fallen in the French Alps. Thus I decided to
enter Italy by the Brenner Pass far away from France. I stopped for a photo session
with the Cappuccino in front of the Hockenheim racing circuit. Towards the
Austrian border I was speeding on the famous German Autobahn. It was still sunny
and with no snow clouds. But then the evening came and the temperature dropped
around zero. By the time I came to the notorious Brenner Pass it started snowing…
anyone tried using snow-chains on a Cappo? Well I didn’t and the 30 kilometres
looked like driving on a bobsleigh-track. I thank God nothing happened and I
arrived in Italy alive…
Monday 11-22-1999
Waking up in a white landscape I had to dig my car out of the snow. In the morning
the Italians cleaned the Autopista. I drove from Brennero to the south and stopped in
a village called Sirmione near Lake Garda close to Brescia. Incredible but in the
middle of Brescia, I found the head office of the Automobile Club Brescia.
From here the Mille Miglia always starts and goes to the Adriatic coast. In 1955 cars
began to leave Brescia at one minute intervals starting at 9 p.m. Moss would not
leave until 7:22 am the next day. I left Brescia at 12:00 am. Like the ancient racers I
lowered the roof and drove topless using the tonneau cover, which I picked up
personally a week before from Alex Clouter who had purchased it for me.
He fell off his chair when I told him when
and where I would be using it for the first
time… and as for his cat Basil!!! Back to
Italy and after 4 hours driving through
foggy ”polder” landscape (flat like in
Holland) I arrived in a desolate Rimini.
Moss reached the first control post
driving at speed in excess of 170 mph!!!
Well needless to say that not even a tuned
Cappo can beat that (Maybe Dave's
Cappo when it's on the road perhaps?).

Driving The Mille Miglia In A Cappuccino (cont.)

Driving The Mille Miglia In A Cappuccino (cont.)

Moss started the race partnered by the motoring journalist Denis Jenkinson.
Together they developed a plan to map the entire circuit and record the details on a
18-foot roll of paper. This was enclosed in a roller device that would warn the driver
not just of obstacles but also opportunities where they may gain an advantage such
as a straight road after a blind brow. All of the difficult corners were recorded and
given grades that included saucy ones, dodgy ones and very dangerous ones. Added
to this were a set of hand signals from Jenkinson the navigator and Moss the driver.
Instead of using a navigator I relied on modern tools. A computer road planner
(GPS) gave me a very detailed map of all places and routes to follow.

Of course the crowd wasn't waiting for me but driving in Rome is also not easy in
1999. I adapted my driving style and drove through Rome like the Romans do. I
stayed one day in Rome visiting the ancient centre. Next day I went to Brescia but
not before I parked the car at the piazza in front of Monumento Vittorio Emanuele II
and drunk a Cappuccino.....

Tuesday 11-23-1999
Starting in Rimini passing San Mario, Assisi to Rome was unforgettable. Six hours
driving over small mountain-roads through Umbrië was fantastic. Saw some snow
on the mountain tops and even in some valleys…brrrrrrr!! Hard to describe was the
arrival in Assisi where children (tifosi??) and tourists waved and yelled to me. Still
don’t know if this was caused by the looks of the Cappo or my driving style… I
apologised to a shepherd because a flying Dutchman wearing a flight-jacket and a
helmet passed him a bit too enthusiastic on the Paseo de Leonessa. Also I thanked an
old lady who runs a fuel station near Leonessa where I made a pit stop after almost
running out of fuel surrounded by a group of old men who were confused with the
Cappuccino Inglese or Ollandese ???
Wednesday 11-24-1999 - Thursday 11-25-1999
The tradition of Mille Miglia says that "he who
leads at Rome is never first home". Moss
proved for the first time this wasn't true. His
Mercedes-team planned only fuel and tyres
stop at Rome and intended to go through nonstop to Brescia.
When Moss entered Rome the crowds grew
larger and soon they were literally driving
within a tunnel of spectators. Using an Italian
technique they began to swerve their car from
side to side and only then did the crowds back
up, temporarily.

My next stop was Modena well know of the Ferrari factory. The area of Toscana is
well known of his curly roads and hills. Driving under a shining sun with hardly any
traffic I imagined how Fangio or Moss must have felt while driving here. But the
weather and landscape changed rapidly. From Florence till Modena I drove through
a landscape, which was covered, by snow, which forced me to make an unplanned
overnight stop in a Agip Hotel next to the Autopista in Modena.
Friday 11-26-1999
I visited the Ferrari factory. Could not resist making a photo in front of the famous
red factory gate. The reputation of Ferrari and the Mille Miglia is closely related.
When I talk about the Mille Miglia, I feel quite moved, for it played such a big part
in my life. I knew it as a driver, a team director and a constructor ... and was always
an admirer of its champions. In fact, the Mille Miglia not only provided enormous
technical advances during its three decades, it really did breed champions. I was
present at every of the twenty-four Mille Miglias that were run and was numbered
by the tragic accident in 1957 when the marchese de Portago was killed driving one
of my cars, causing the race to be banned. In my opinion, the Mille Miglia was an
epoch-making event, which told a wonderful story. The Mille Miglia created our
cars and the Italian automobile industry. The Mille Miglia permitted the birth of
GT, or grand touring cars, which are now sold all over the world. The Mille Miglia
proved that by racing over open roads for 1,000 miles, there were great technical
lessons to be learned by the petrol and oil companies and by brake, clutch,
transmission, electrical and lighting component manufacturers, fully justifying the
old adage that motor racing improves the breed.
COMMENDATORE ENZO FERRARI

Driving The Mille Miglia In A Cappuccino (cont.)
From there I went back to Brescia. Again driving a rough foggy dull flat landscape
finishing on the same place where I started in the lovely village Sirmione after 1000
miles. It took me 30 hours driving. I finished not as fast as Moss. Nevertheless I
achieved the same in car with only one third of the size of his powerful Mercedes.
After I finished the route I did explore Milan, driving through the city seeing the
famous Castello Sforzesco, the Teatro Alla Scala and the Duomo.
Saturday 11-27-1999
How did I drive back? Well I decided to go back through Switzerland. Because I
didn’t had a Swiss Motorway Vignet I had to stop at the border. Immediately 10
customs admired the car asking me several technical questions about the car. With a
small delay I was heading to Zurich, Basel, Bonn, Maastricht to Amsterdam.
Experiencing a boring rainy trip on the Autobahn. But after 10 hours I finished in
Amsterdam with 4.300 km extra on the clock.
What is next? Maybe next year the Targa Florio. Anyone want to come with me?!

Special Transport for a Very Special Occasion
By Tony Cowan
Not for the first time, the Cappuccino has been chosen as the transport for a very
special occasion. This time it was used by Paul and Katherine Hastings after their
church blessing in the village church of St.John the Baptist in Winstow,
Cambridgeshire, following their wedding in Sri Lanka. Katherine is the daughter of
SCORE members Tony and Ann Cowan.
Tony was heard to comment, 'Yes, I've gained a
son, but we seem to have lost the Cappo!' Latest
reports confirm that the Cappo was safely returned
after this very special day.
Many Congratulations to Paul and Katherine.

Slippery when wet?
Does your Cappuccino stay at home when it rains? Are you terrified of the tales of
the Cappuccino’s wet weather handling? Well, hopefully this little piece will go
some ways to explain the how’s and why's of the Cappuccino’s handling.
I personally blame the Mini; Introduced in the 60’s, the first front wheel drive car
brought with the handling characteristic that has been adopted by nearly all major
motoring manufacturers – Understeer. What is Understeer? Put simply, when
turning a corner, if you have too much speed when entering the corner, either
through not lifting your right foot off that throttle or not applying the brakes before
the corner, the front end will want to go in a straight line, rather than turn. Why is
this such a “safe” handling characteristic then? Because to correct Understeer, you
either brake or lift off the throttle, both of which are panic reactions. The opposite to
Understeer is oversteer, except it’s the rear wheels that wish to go in a straight line;
However, as the front wheels are turning, this means that if not corrected, the
vehicle is going to spin around the pivotal point (the front wheels).

Slippery when wet?

Slippery when wet?

So, what does a Cappuccino do? Well, both actually.

What to do?

It is the car’s mechanical grip that is all-important to it’s handling. By mechanical
grip, we mean the amount of grip available through the tyres.

Firstly and most importantly, DON’T PANIC. Very easy to say, but it takes a whole
lot of practice to re-train your reflexes into not panicking. If you suddenly let go of
the throttle, the chances are the back end will snap back into line, possibly snapping
back the other way due to the pendulum effect. Stamp on the brakes and you’re
likely to pirouette the car around its front wheels. The thing to do is to keep the
throttle position where it is, and apply opposite steering lock.

Let’s look a fairly simple cornering procedure, in the dry.
Fig.1 shows a nice roundabout and our intended route around it. As we approach the
roundabout, we slow down. Seeing nothing approaching from the right, we carry our
speed onto the roundabout.

As the car comes back into line you will lessen the amount of lock applied until
you’re pointing in the direction you wish to travel in. As the car is coming more into
line, the power at the rear will be being distributed more evenly due to the
differential action, so the car will be accelerating but care must be taken about
coming off the throttle too soon, or the car could snap back.
Controlling an oversteer slide is not easy; avoiding putting the car into an
oversteering situation is. If you feel the steering go light, you know that the frontend grip has been reached and breached.

Midpoint (Point A on Fig 1), we are still turning right and can put full throttle on.
As we have plenty of mechanical grip, the power is transmitted to the rear wheels,
pushing the car forwards. As we turn the car left to exit the roundabout, two things
are likely to happen. The first is that the turbo has come on full boost so more power
is arriving at the rear wheels, the second is that the front end of the car may lose
some grip, causing slight understeer, making the car drift slowly to the right of the
exit road. (Fig 2). I’ve heard this feeling described as a “four wheel drift” – but let’s
not kid ourselves into thinking we’ve some 4WD supercar – Just accept that it’s
understeering!
Apply some rain and the whole picture changes dramatically. By the time we have
reached the mid point in the wet and made our left turn, you may have the sensation
of the steering going very light. This is because the car is now terminally
understeering due to a lack of front-end grip. If we leave the throttle pedal well
alone, we will coast quite happily up the exit will little or no trouble. However,
apply the throttle, and the chances are that the rear wheels will start to spin, again,
due to the lack of mechanical grip. Now we are in an oversteering situation.

Do not apply any more throttle and do not brake sharply. Simply let the car slow,
braking gently if necessary.
If you’d like to know more about car control you can contact your local Institute of
Advanced Motorists or even some police stations and consider a visit to a local skidpan. It’s a fun day and you get to drive a car (sometimes your own) across a surface
made up of water and oil, with masses of run off and safety systems.

My Search for Coffee!

My Search for Coffee! (cont.)

From Nick Claydon
I am a development engineer for Rover Group and cars have always been of great
interest to me as well as other interests being special built motorcycles and
machining components in my home workshop. I first saw a Cappuccino some years
ago and instantly liked its shape and compact size, but I realised that it could only be
a second or third car for me.
A couple of years ago I noticed a Cappuccino in a local dealer showroom in red with
40k miles, so I took a closer look but rust was setting in around the rear wheel
arches, floor and generally the paintwork was chipped and in poor condition. The
engine specification looked interesting in such a small package and the interior
quality was good. The driving position was excellent for me (5'6") and it was a
combination of these things that made me want one, but only in mint condition. The
dealer’s price tag of £10k also put me off for such a tatty example.
I had been looking over the last two years for a mint example but not seriously until
I spotted another red Cappuccino on a dealer forecourt just after Christmas whilst
returning from Evesham. I stopped and looked over the car, which had reasonable
bodywork but to my surprise also had over 73k miles on the clock. I thought if I
could get a low mileage car it would be a durable vehicle for many years
considering only summer toy use and garage storage. I asked the dealer selling this
example if he knew of any other Cappuccinos with lower mileage and showed me a
list of three within his group of dealerships. I noted the lowest mileage one and
drove to the dealer at Kidderminster. The vehicle was hidden away in the back of
the workshop and covered in dust due to showroom refurbishment. It was an M
plate with only 24k miles, so I took a test drive and a very close look.
The car drove well except for the engine check light illuminating for part of the
drive. I checked the service history and this was good - the current dealer being the
original seller - and all servicing carried out by the same dealer. Warranty work had
included rear disc, exhaust and rear quarter panel replacement due to rust and under
car treatment. I asked to view the car on a ramp and this showed me some problems
like oil leak from filter housing, to block and paint peeling from sills where
undersealing had been poorly applied.

The dealer agreed to rectify if I purchased and suggested price of £8,700 to include
12 months warranty.
I decided to have a think and whilst talking to another member of sales staff he
mentioned that an owners club was in existence called SCORE and he printed out
the vehicle history for me to look over whilst making a decision. I decided to use
the Internet to look up SCORE and find out more details; 3 hours later I had printed
out a wedge of paper, which was very useful.
I phoned every dealer on the SCORE site and registered my details.
I looked at all the cars for sale on the noticeboard but nothing came close to the
mileage of the dealer car. I then looked at price and noticed a bargain - Silver
Cappuccino 35k miles - £5,500 - Portsmouth. I decided to drive the 300 miles to
have a look even knowing it was an import.
I had a test drive and apart from being dirty the car was excellent, as good as the red
one in Kidderminster. It had a set of BBS replacement alloys and body coloured
mudguards. There was an interrupted service history but an mph speedo showed
some UK market modification. I was now in two minds with the 'import' and '3k'
saving factors affecting my decision. I also wanted a red one, not silver.
I decided to get more information so I phoned the regional reps and asked if they
knew of any Cappuccinos for sale, 3 reps later and bingo! I spoke to Don Littlemore
and he knew of a Cappuccino owned by a SCORE member who may consider
selling. Two telephone conversations and one week later I was looking at my
Cappuccino - 1 owner, red, 4,500 miles only, FSH, mint condition, sensible price SOLD. There were only a couple of problems visible on the car: the rear bumper
had been touched up at some point and there were six small dents in the driver’s
door below the mirror, apart from this mint and no rust. I drove it home two weeks
later and was very pleased. I insured it through my existing insurer Churchill, as the
quote was very competitive.
It certainly pays to be patient and explore all the options particularly the Internet to
find the right car.

Illegally Shrunk?

Low Cost Rear Parcel Shelf Net

From Steve Higgs

From Don Littlemore

I work, for my sins, on an Army camp and drive my little Cappuccino there almost
everyday. I haven’t owned it very long but it has drawn quite a bit of attention since
I bought it. Previously I drove a Vauxhall Frontera estate, a somewhat bigger car,
and in changing cars have found myself the butt of many jokes ever since. One
particular occasion may strike you as amusing.
Army bases are required to have a level of security, the one on which I work
particularly so, and therefore they like people to park in designated places and will
attach little warning notes to the cars if they deviate from this. One evening last
week when leaving work I spied on my windscreen a note. As I drew near I saw it
was about A4 size and very official in appearance. I removed the article and read its
message.
THIS CAR HAS BEEN ILLEGALLY SHRUNK. OWNER MUST REPORT
IMMEDIATELY TO TOYTOWN.

So much for commanding the respect of those I work with.
Steven Higgs

By using the boot net which stretches behind the rear seat back of the new Peugeot
206(Peugeot Part No. 965728 @ £11-57 inc. VAT) I have created something which
I think is much better than the official Suzuki fitting, since the top rail is strong
elastic rather than a solid rod so that odd shaped parcels can be fitted in.
The net measures approx. 3 ft wide by 1 ft deep and is fully elasticised with strong
moulded plastic spring clips at each corner. The Peugeot 206, of course, has
purpose made fittings to clip the net to, so I had to improvise by fixing a stout cable
tie around each seat belt top mounting post (under the black bracket and plastic
cover) and ensured that they did not impede seat belt operations in any way.
The two top net clips then fix into these ties and are almost hidden out of sight under
the bracket covers. I secured the lower part of the net by drilling 1/4 inch holes near
the bottom outside corners of the rigid plastic shelf panel behind each seat back and
hooked the two bottom clips into these.
This left the middle of the elasticised bottom edge of the net stretched over the top
of the central console housing the back window release catch. I drilled two more 1/4
inch holes at the bottom of the shelf moulding, about 5 inches either side of the
central console and passed cable ties through these and the bottom edge of the net
and pulled them tight to hold the net close up to the shelf bottom.
Total time about half an hour.

Coffee Roasting

Coffee Roasting (cont.)

From Nick Claydon
After spending so long looking for my car, it was now time to 'perfect' her.
I phoned around to ask about dent removal for the six dents in my door and came up
with several names, including Dentmaster who quoted £80 per panel. I was then
recommended to try Dent Tech (Steve, Tel: 0860 565676) who halved the original
quote. We set a date and 30 minutes after arrival none of the dents were visible excellent service.
I have since purchased a cotton cover from specialised Car Covers - excellent
quality product and fitted a luggage net to the transmission tunnel (BMW Z3) as
suggested by a member on the Internet.
I decided to refinish the underside of the vehicle; including wheel arch inners to
protect them from future rusting and also to protect all box section areas from
corrosion. I looked around all motoring centres and not wanting to hide the
underside with black sticky stuff, I opted to paint the floor and arch inners and
waxoyl the hard to reach areas. I steam cleaned the underside of the vehicle, wiped
over with white spirit, then primed the floor and arches with rust preventative xylene
based primer in dark red and painted over with a product called Protecta Kote in red.
This is a durable polyurethane paint with grit added originally intended for use as
non slip flooring, commercial trawler decking etc. It also resists stone chipping. Its
colour looks factory finish inside the arches.
The brake pipes were masked during painting and then sprayed with Rocol Z30
corrosion preventative spray and the covers were powder coated matt black.
All sections including doors and sills were sprayed internally with clear Waxoyl.
The suspension components were also treated with Rocol Z30.
I then decided to buy a cherished number plate from the DVLA, so opted for N500
TOY and had the plates made. I fitted the front plate okay, but came to a problem
with the rear, when removing the original rear plate: a large area of paint came away
with it where the touch up had been poorly carried out. I removed the bumper and
decided to have the whole bumper stripped and repainted in 2-pack paint. I went to
a local company Jawel paints (Simon, Tel: 0121 471 3355) where he mixed me
some Suzuki OPZ Cordoba red to formula and recommended the best local sprayer

D. Green (Tel: 0121 433 5313). I had it sprayed but the colour was different, so
Simon tinted the paint to my petrol flap for an exact match.
The car now has several coats of quality wax and looks great and should last many
years with careful maintenance and the corrosion preventative measures.
I would suggest keeping the fuel tank full during storage, with a dose of fuel/injector
cleaner mixed in to prevent tank corrosion.
The rear brake discs tend to rust even in a warm dry garage, so application of rust
remedy solution to non braking surfaces will give visible improvement, but regular
use is essential. I have changed the brake fluid for Automec silicon fluid, which is
good for stored/summer use only vehicles. Silicon fluid is fit for life, does not
absorb water so reduces brake system corrosion and performs as well as standard
fluid.
I have changed the transmission fluid for a fully synthetic Amsil product, which
improves shift quality slightly and can be left in longer than standard oils. I have
considered using fully synthetic oil in the engine, but there can be problems using
such products in low mileage not yet run in engines, which can result in high
blowby/high oil consumption particularly switching to a 0W30 fuel-efficient oil of
this type to replace the standard 10W30. If any owners have experience of running
with synthetic engine oils, please contact me as I would be interested to know which
brands, grades and change intervals have been tried.
I have removed the battery for winter storage and leave it connected to a float
charger. Does anybody charge the battery on the car left connected?
I am now looking at stainless steel exhausts, can anyone recommend a quality
system, which fits exactly and uses the existing tailpipe trim to look original?
Does anyone have a genuine Cappuccino parcel shelf net for sale in mint condition?
Could a list be compiled of preferred tyre brands/predicted wear rates suitable for
standard Suzuki alloy wheels. Also contacts if available for discount purchase.

I thought SCORE members would be interested in this letter received from London
Stainless Steel Exhaust Centre - Ed

STOP PRESS......
SPECIAL OFFER FOR CAPPUCCINO'S
The leading supermarket, TESCO have made special parking arrangements for the
owners of Suzuki Cappuccino's. Knowing that it is impossible to use the
Cappuccino boot for carrying shopping when the car's roof has been stowed away,
the leading supermarket have provided special covered parking spaces for those cars
that are 'topless'. In order to stop other car owners becoming jealous of this special
perk, the TESCO management have chosen to call the special parking spaces a
'trolley park'.
Should any Cappuccino driver find the special park blocked by trolleys' it will be
cleared by the supermarket staff on the production of a valid SCORE membership
card. A spokesman for the company said, "We are delighted to provide adequate
parking for all our customers, but such a special car as the Cappuccino deserves our
special attention, and we fully support the SCORE motto - Fun First & Foremost!"
Thanks to Tony and Ann for making these arrangements for us!

…from the NET

Suzuki Cappuccino Accessories

I’ve dragged a couple of questions, answers and comments from the SCORE
website. If you don’t have a PC of your own pop round to a friend and check it out.

Suzuki GB are continuing to make available a range of accessories directly from the
factory, despite the fact that Cappuccino production stopped almost two years ago.

www.score.org.uk

They can be ordered from any Suzuki Dealer, although you will be able to get up to
10% discount if you go through a Suzuki SCORE Dealer - you can find these people
advertising in this magazine.

Sara Lees pleaded:
Hi again
My Offside headlight has gone and the owner's manual says that it's a Suzuki dealer job - is this true?
If it's not, how's it done - Alan is completely lost...where is Dave Benson when you need him???
It's dark out there now & I'll get a ticket if it can't be sorted....
Thanks!
Dave Benson
Mmmm.. you don't have to remove the complete headlight assembly as it seems to be suggested!! :)
Basically what you can't get to from under the bonnet you can get to by removing or even just loosening
the inner wheel arch.. its a couple of bolts and a couple of plastic poppers.. you can then get to the rear
of the headlight unit remove the plug/bulb assembly and replace.. Best in the daylight!
Either totally remove inner lining or just remove enough to level the front away.. you might have to move
the wheels left and right to get the best clearance..
Michael reminded us that the Cappuccino takes an E1 bulb.
A common enough problem is posted by Ian Johnson
I have recently purchased one of these fabulous motorcars and due to the current climate conditions I am
experiencing a leak through the drivers side window / roof.
The leak only really occurs when I am driving but there appears to be no problem with any of the seals
which look new. It's seems like it's more to do with the 'drainage' system that appears to be in place,
whereby any water is somehow channeled away through a section of rubber from the roof and down the
side of the door. Can anybody suggest what the exact problem is and how I may fix this, or better still get
the garage to rectify the problem, as I can't find any damage to the seals and there appears to be no
difference in the seals on the passenger side, where the water can sometimes be seen dripping through
the channel and not entering the car.
Dave Benson
A normal problem is that the door is not held tight enough against the rubber seal and water leaks in..
you can get the catch adjusted slighty in thus pulling the door in tighter when closed and sealing better..
this is the best way to start as those rubbers, which obviously squash up with time and don't seal as good
as when new, are DAMN expensive, so be good to them!
Neil
I use my Cappo as a 2nd car and have got in the habit of leaving the roof off when it's in the garage to
allow the rubber seals to 'bounce back' into shape.
Seems to work as the leak that I had when I first got the car 18months ago seems to have stopped.....

The following Suzuki Genuine accessories are available (subject to stock):
Part Number
99000-99025-62M
99001-80003
99000-99035-CO1
99000-99004-915
99000-99023-639
99000-99004-6FY
99000-99004-6RY
99000-99004-6MY
99000-99025-61D
99000-9900R-EO1
99001-82812
MCPMS
99000-STVC1

Accessory
Luggage shelf net
Orderly boot tidy
Stripe kit
Stainless steel step guard set
Rear boot spoiler - red
Pair of front mudflaps - red
Pair of rear mudflaps - red
Pair of side protectors - red
Tonneau cover
Luggage rack
Locking wheel nut set
Alpha Dot security system
Suzuki tyre valve cap set
All prices quoted include VAT.

Price (£ Sterling)
115.00
11.95
60.00
105.00
389.00
89.00
105.00
135.00
465.00
176.25
19.99
24.95
19.00

Suzuki SCORE Dealers
With a 10% discount off all Servicing & Parts, and 10% off all Cappuccino
Accessories, the following dealers are supporting SCORE...
You must declare your SCORE membership first by offering your membership card
for inspection before you enter into any transaction.
Buckinghamshire
DGL Garages
Littleworth Road
01494 535811
Downley
www.dglsuzuki.freeservers.com
High Wycombe
Service Manager - Russell Hird
HP13 5XE
Braylake Cars
32 Aylesbury Street
01908 647111
Bletchley
AfterSales Manager - Jim Drummond Milton Keynes
MK2 2BD
Cambridgeshire
Herbert Robinson
315-349 Mill Road
01223 242222
Cambridge
CB1 3DF
Suzuki Team Leader - Peter Conroy
Cumbria
Mint Motors
Mintsfeet Road
01539 723318
Kendal
LA9 6LU
Dealer Principal - G Wightman
Derbyshire
Autoworld
Brimington Road North
01246 450450
Chesterfield
S41 9AJ
Aftersales Director - Andy Brindley
Essex
Levoi's Limited
Berechurch Road
01206 544233
Colchester
01206 579579
CO2 7QB
Service Advisor - Russell Stapleton

Gloucestershire
Leckhampton Road
Cheltenham
GL53 0AA
Managing Director - John Wilkins
Kent
Haxted Motor Co. Ltd.
Marlpit Hill
01732 867888
Edenbridge
TN8 6HZ
Director - Patricia Smith
New Tudor
53 Hastings Road
0208 462 1262
Bromley
www.new-tudor.co.uk
Kent
info@new-tudor.co.uk
BR2 8NA
Sales Manager - Neal Bennett
Sales Admin - Gordon Mortimer
Lincolnshire
Linpac Garages Ltd.
Kingsway & South Park Avenue
01522 521345
Lincoln
LN5 8EL
Service Manager - Keith Walker
S.Cropley and Co. Ltd
Frithbank
01205 362230
Boston
PE22 7BD
Service Manager - Kevin Fairweather
London
Henlys - Palmers Green
Hedge Lane
0800 731 3398
Palmers Green
N13 5SH
Service Manager - Jon Camberis
Currie Motors Wimbledon Suzuki
After Sales Centre
0208 543 9000
61 Windsor Road
SW19 2RR
Parts Manager - Mark Cheetham
Manchester
Ashton Quality Cars
279-285 Stamford Street
0161 330 5148
Ashton-under-Lyne
OL6 7QU
Administrator - Rose Vella
John Wilkins Cars
01242 224477

Middlesex
16-26 Bonnersfield Lane
Harrow
Middlesex
HA1 2JT
Managing Director - Roger Bunting
North Yorkshire
Zygmunt Curry & Sons Ltd
Glen Garage
01904 425800
12 Hawthorne Grove
York
YO31 7TS
After Sales Manager - Ian Bell
Scotland
Gael Suzuki
49 Main Road
01563 537116
Hurlford
Kilmarnock
KA3 6JT
Managing Director - Alf Henighen
Staffordshire
Randles (Garages) Ltd
Keele Road
01782 717170
Newcastle under Lyme
ST5 2HN
Aftersales Manager - Paul Wilkinson
Surrey
Citygate Tadworth
90 The Avenue
01737 812461
Tadworth
Surrey
KT20 5AA
Service Manager - David Baitup
Sussex
C.M.W. Automobiles
Ansty Cross
01444 452621
Ansty
www.cmw.co.uk
Haywards Heath
sales: sales@cmw.co.uk
RH17 5AG
repairs: mechanics@cmw.co.uk
Sales Manager - Kevin Walker
Service Manager - John Dunne
Buntings of Harrow
0208 4276225

Brighton Suzuki
01273 705090

Colmore 2000
0121 377 8169

Colin Appleyard Ltd.
01535 606321

Pebley Beach Ltd.
01793 812235
www.pebleybeach.co.uk
service@
pebley.globalnet.co.uk
Percy Tait Cars
01562 822255

Sussex - continued
76 Preston Drive
Brighton
East Sussex
BN1 6LB
Service Advisor - Matthew Taylor
West Midlands
1163 Chester Road
Erdington
Birmingham
B24 0QY
After Sales Manager - Gary Johnson
West Yorkshire
Cornmill Garage
Halifax Road
Keighley
BD21 5AJ
Parts Sales - Aziz Ahmed
Wiltshire
1-3 Moormead Road
Wroughton
Swindon
SN4 9BS
After Sales Manager - Steve Brown
Worcestershire
George Street
Kidderminster
DY10 1QD
Service Manager - Steve Smith
No discount on 3000 mile
lubrication service

